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Twirly Batik Skirt Supply List 

Sewfast Design, Rose Mary Jameson 

Level: Intermediate Sewing 

Fabric Supplies:  

Batik Fabrics are highly recommended. See back of pattern.  

This is a multi-size pattern and will fit all sizes. Use the formula below to figure yardage. 

Option #1- Fat Quarter Friendly; choose a variety of Fat Quarters. Use this formula to find out how many 

to buy;  (your hip #) divided by 4 = FQ’s. i.e. for a 44” hip buy 11 FQ’s. Special note: if you are very tall or 

want a skirt to the floor, you may have to use 2/3 yard cuts.  

Option #2- Use half-yard cuts; divide FQ’s needed by 2. If you need 11 FQ’s, half of that is 5.5 (round up 

to 6). Thus, 6 half-yards cuts are needed for this size. 

Option #3- Use yardage, divide FQ’s needed by 4. Even though the cutting layout changes when using 

yardage, this is an estimate for first time use. If you need 11 FQ’s for a 44” hip, divide this by 4 (round 

up) and three (3) yards are needed. 

Option #4 Short Twirly Skirt:  For a skirt made from a single print about 3-3.5 yards 

Pre-wash if desired. Note that Batiks go through several hot water baths in the production process.   

Notions Supplies: 

Twirly Batik Skirt pattern#947 by Sewfast Design 

½ yard of tracing paper (Patten-Eze) & a pencil or pen 

¾” Elastic, non-roll. About 2” less than your waist 

Microtex #80  or #90 machine needle 

Sewing thread 

Sewing machine, including feet choices. (working knowledge of your machine is a must) 

Optional but recommended: Overlock machine, with neutral thread if desired 

Cutting tools; rotary cutter w/new blade & mat, small scissors, cutting scissors, seam ripper 

Long ruler 

Bodkin or large safety pin 

Tape Measure 

magnifying glasses, if needed to thread needle  
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Small adhesive labels, for marking parts 

 

 


